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The A List

Our annual A List names the world's businesses leading on environmental performance .
This year, we recognize 160 corporates as the pioneers acting on climate change, water

security and deforestation, and building our new sustainable economy that works for
both people and planet.
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Download a PDF version (88KB) of the A List

What is leadership?

By scoring businesses from A to D-, we take organizations on a journey through
disclosure to awareness, management, and finally to leadership. In 2017, CDP has set the
bar even higher raising our A-score threshold and making the top spot more competitive

and more coveted than ever before.
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Owens Corning

By investing in research and development, Owens Corning hit its
climate goals six years early.

Read more

Fujitsu

How companies are changing the face of
business

Climate change

methodology

Find out more

information on the

scoring methodology

for climate.

Water methodology

Find out more

information on the

scoring methodology

for water.

Forests methodology

Find out more

information on the

scoring methodology

for forests.

Tips for climate success

Tips for water success

Tips for forest success
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In the process of reducing its own emissions, Fujitsu is bringing
more efficient products to the market.

Read more

Diageo

With strong standards and innovative design, Diageo has
developed cutting-edge sustainable brewing facilities.

Read more

Nedbank
By cutting its carbon footprint and offsetting emissions, Nedbank has become
Africa’s first carbon-neutral financial organization.

Read more

The growth of action

CDP's scores highlight increased corporate transparency and measurement of
environmental action across the board, with the number of companies reporting to CDP's

investor program rising 33% since 2013. Reporting companies now represent 56% of

https://www.cdp.net/en/scores-2017/casestudy-fujitsu
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global market capitalization.

Explore the full scores

The Climate A List was established in 2011 and introduced for water and forests in 2015
and 2016 respectively. Because CDP’s climate program is more established, it has

proportionately more responding companies, with more therefore achieving an A score in
climate. A significantly smaller pool of organizations is asked to respond on forests and
water. Where relevant, we encourage companies to disclose to all programs to achieve
double or triple A status. An ‘F’ indicates a failure to provide sufficient information to be

evaluated.



Forest cell with * = Through CDP’s forests questionnaire companies might not disclose on all

the four commodities either because they are not relevant to their business or because they

prioritise reporting on specific commodities. We strongly encourage all companies to report in

future on all the commodities present in their operations and/or supply chains.

CDP Scoring Partners

2017

Benefits of disclosure

Find out more about the benefits of

disclosing data to investors or

customers through CDP's programs.

https://www.cdp.net/en/companies-discloser


Need help? If you have any questions please contact us.
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